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1. Introduction

The oldest branch of dialectology is the study of what is today often referred
to as “dialect geography”, i.e. the study of the geographical distribution of
language varieties, as opposed to the study of many other relations between
language varieties and external conditioning factors, such as social class, age,
and sex. While it is clear that geography has a massive influence on the dis-
tribution of language varieties, and that closer varieties are normally more
linguistically alike than more distant ones, still there have been surprisingly
few attempts to examine these relationships with an eye toward more general
formulations.

Trudgill (1974) is an honorable exception to this last generalization. Trudgill
proceeds from the very plausible assumptions that closer dialects must influ-
ence each other most strongly, and that intensity of social contact is likely to
determine the degree of influence. He shows how to tie these ideas together in
a model which hypothesizes a gravity-like attraction between dialect variet-
ies, where population is the analog to physical mass, and geographic distance
plays its customary role. He adduces evidence in support of this view, relying
on selected dialect features.

Although we wish to contribute to the understanding of the general prin-
ciples underlying the geographic distribution of linguistic variation, we struc-
ture our paper as a test of the very specific gravity hypothesis advanced by
Trudgill, according it the attention we feel it deserves as an early attempt
at a general formulation of the the principles of how geography influences
variation.

Dialectometry provides the more general tools with which such relation-
ships may be studied (Goebl, 1982, 1984; Nerbonne and Kretzschmar, 2003),
and the present paper is an attempt to apply dialectometry to evaluate Trudgill’s
ideas more systematically. In fact it has been common to examine the depend-
ence of dialect distance on geography from the earliest work on in dialecto-
metry (Séguy, 1971; Heeringa and Nerbonne, 2002; Gooskens, 2004). There
has been no systematic examination of Trudgill’s gravity hypothesis from a
dialectometric perspective, however.

In the current paper we expose Trudgill’s fundamental ideas to dialec-
tometric examination. The following section presents Trudgill’s ideas, their
motivation and an overview of previous work. Section 3 describes the exper-
iment, including the data sources, and Section 4 presents the results, which
certainly do not provide confirmation for the importance of the role of gravity,
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or centripetal forces due to social interaction. The final section discusses these
results, and suggests an interpretation which does not dismiss gravity, which
after all, is theoretically well-founded, but which emphasizes that centrifugal
forces, especially dialect differentiation, are more important.

1.1. Evidence for Diffusion

The primary goal of this paper is to contribute to the understanding of the
geographic distribution of linguistic variation, and to argue that these distri-
butions reflect the dynamics of linguistic diffusion. This argumentation ef-
fectively uses (aggregate) synchronic distributions as evidence of diachronic
patterns of diffusion. We use aggregate distributions to compensate for the
noisiness of individual distributions, and we shall suggest that earlier work
on the diffusion of linguistic change has been blinded by too narrow a focus
on individual changes.

This argumentation likewise summarizes our intended contribution to the
reflection on evidence in linguistic theorizing. One the one hand we bring
synchronic evidence to bear on diachronic issues, much in the same way that
studies of “apparent time” in sociolinguistics do (Chambers, 1995). While the
latter sorts of studies aim to assay the passage of time by examining success-
ive generations of speakers, we interpret the degree of geographic diffusion
of changes as evidence of the temporal course of changes. We are likewise
inspired by the demonstrations of astronomers that planetary systems are
formed from material escaping from rapidly rotating stars rather than from
the capture of large objects which happened to pass within the gravitational
fields of stars. Crucial evidence for the former position is the fact that planet-
ary systems function almost perfectly in a plane, a fact which would require
independent explanation on the latter, “chance capture” view.

Our second intended contribution to the reflection on evidence is simpler.
We need to observe a great deal of material if we are to study the principles
underlying the geographic distribution of variation. If we restrict our atten-
tion to only a few examples, then we may be unfortunate enough to focus on
atypical material, and we may be misled into proposing alternative mechan-
ism when in fact geography is massively influential in channeling variation.
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2. Background

In this section we present, in turn, Trudgill’s “gravity” theory of dialect dy-
namics, which might be seen as a reaction to the “wave” models of linguistic
diffusion (Schmidt, 1872), our own ideas on measuring the pronunciation
distance between dialects, and the basic idea of testing the one via the other.

2.1. Trudgill’s Gravity Model

Schmidt (1872) introduced the idea that a given linguistic change might spread
in waves from a center of innovation, an idea that is at the base of many
models of the diffusion of linguistic change (Wolfram and Schilling-Estes,
2003, p.721). Peter Trudgill introduced an important refinement, suggesting
the application of a GRAVITY MODEL, which had been used earlier in social
geography, to questions of linguistic borrowing Trudgill (1974). In Trudgill’s
view linguistic innovations spread as if the driving forces were proximity and
population size. In a typical case, an innovation spreads from a large pop-
ulation center directly to another intermediately sized one, often by-passing
smaller, geographically intermediate sites. It then in turn spreads from the
slightly smaller sites to yet smaller ones, and so on. It is as if each population
center had its sphere of influence and that behavior within it is best studied
with respect to the locally influential center.

The gravity model thus postulates that linguistic innovations do not simply
radiate from a center, as they might in a pure version of the wave theory, but
rather that they affect larger centers first, and from there spread to smaller
ones, and so on. For this reason it is also referred to as a CASCADE model
(Labov, 2001, p.285): linguistic innovations proceed as water falling from
larger pools to smaller ones. In particular, it should be possible for changes
to “hurdle” immediate neighbors, instead of working only very locally.

The connection to physical gravity is suggested in Figure 1. In understand-
ing the movement of heavenly bodies, it is best to concentrate on the nearest
very massive body. Thus, even though the moon is affected by the sun’s mass,
its rotation is determined almost entirely by the much closer Earth. The phys-
ical theory of gravity accounts for this by postulating a force due to gravity
which is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between bodies.
In this way very distant bodies are predicted to have much less influence than
nearby ones.
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Figure 1. According to the “gravity” model of linguistic dynamics, large population
centers exert a force on smaller ones in proportion to the product of their
populations, just as the presence of large heavenly bodies exerts a force on
smaller ones in proportion to the product of their masses. Because distance
likewise plays a role which diminishes quadratically, the most important
influences are local ones. Thus, just as the Earth largely determines the
behavior of the Moon, so will a local population center dominate within its
own vicinity.

Social science uses of “gravity models” emphasize the importance of so-
cial contact and its role in suggesting and promoting the adoption of social
and cultural innovations. Some of the phenomena studied by social geograph-
ers propagate spatially in a way that reflects their dependence on social con-
tact. People generally adopt new styles of dress, new styles of housing and
simple new technologies only after seeing others use them. Social contact is
not merely a necessary condition for the spread of linguistic variants; contact
frequency also determines the chance of adoption, and ultimately, spread. We
should expect many, and perhaps very nearly all dialect variants similarly to
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require experience before they could be adopted, and it is also likely that the
frequency of experience plays an important role.

Motivation

It is more than plausible that interaction with novel varieties disrupts custom-
ary speech habits and promotes the spread of novel linguistic variants. One
indication of this plausibility is the readiness with which one interlocutor will
adapt his speech to another’s. We see adjustments within the time span of in-
dividual conversations, and there is evidence that lasting effects also obtain.
We review these issues presently.

It has been noted in various subfields of linguistics that conversation part-
ners regularly adjust their speech habits to “accommodate” each other’s use
of language. Lewis (1979) introduced a principle of accommodation in dis-
course analysis to account for the willingness of interlocutors to interpret
each other charitably, even in the face of apparent infelicities. Language ac-
quisition experts have noted that adults spontaneously simplify their speech
in conversation with young children (Clark and Clark, 1977), a phenomenon
they refer to as “motherese” or “caretaker speech”. Closer to home, students
of dialect contact regularly note that speakers in multi-dialectal exchanges
may temporarily adopt (some of) their conversation partner’s dialect features
(Giles, 1994).

Of course, it is one thing to demonstrate a temporary accommodation
to a conversation partner, and quite another to show that there are perman-
ent effects of such accommodations either at the level of the idiolect (the
speech habits of an individual) or at the level of the dialect (the speech habits
common to a social or geographic group). Trudgill (1986, Ch.1) presents an
overview of what is known on the first topic, along with his own studies of
Englishmen in the U.S., and it is quite clear that individuals do adjust their
speech habits when they live in another dialect area for a considerable length
of time. Trudgill (1986, Ch.2-4) is then an extensive essay which establishes
quite convincingly that dialects do borrow from one another following pat-
terns which suggest a dependence on social contact, which in turn makes
accommodation as a mechanism quite plausible.
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2.2. Formulation

If social contact promotes the transfer of features, then we should be able
to quantify its overall effect on entire settlements—villages or towns. The
overall effect on the varieties associated with settlements should depend on
the numbers of individual contacts, which in turn depends on how far apart
the settlements are. Distance impedes the chance of contact, so that the further
apart the settlements, the less chance of contact. Trudgill takes this idea a step
further and suggests that the contact should decline, not as a linear function of
distance, but rather quadratically. This seems reasonable if we consider that
the area within a given distance of a settlement also increases as a quadratic
function of the distance. If we imagine a dialect speakers traveling randomly
from a given place of residence, then the chance of traveling to a given point
should also fall quadratically with the distance from the place of residence.

The size of the settlements clearly promotes the chance of contact, how-
ever. In fact, for two settlements of size P1 and P2, the number of chances at
social contact will rise with the product P1 ·P2, the number of pairs of people
where the first person is from the first town, and the second from the second.
Let us note that there is room for the incorporation of further factors here,
including perhaps whether a town lay on a frequent trade or pilgrimage route,
or whether it was a market center or seat of (local) government.

Trudgill (1983, p.75) pulls these two factors together in a formula sug-
gesting a linguistic counterpart to the law of gravitation:

Ii j = s ·
PiPj

(di j)2

where Ii j represents the mutual influence of centers i and j, Pi is the popula-
tion of center i, etc., and di j is the distance between i and j. s is a constant
needed to allow for simple transformations, but it may be viewed as “variable
expressing linguistic similarity”.1 We note that Trudgill’s discussion makes
it clear that he would allow that s differ, depending on the similarity of the
varieties he was measuring. We shall not exploit this feature of his ideas—
which would indeed resist incorporation into the experiment below, but we
shall take care to limit our study to fairly similar varieties. We return to this
issue in Section 5 below.

The formula thus encapsulates a view of how population size and geo-
graphical distance may influence dialect differences. As our discussion has
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tried to show, the view accords with the notions of accommodation discussed
in Section 2.1. If the result of the formula is large, it means that center i has a
high level of interaction with center j, meaning that we expect their dialects
to influence one another a great deal.

It will be convenient to refer below to the two consequences of the grav-
ity theory which we have emphasized thus far, viz., that interaction should
correlate positively with the product of population settlement, and negatively
with squared distance:

Ii j = s · PiPj
(di j)2

Ii j ∝ PiPj

Ii j ∝ 1/di j
2

Ii j ∝ −di j
2

(1)

2.3. Work To-Date

Trudgill (1974, 225ff) examines different pronunciations of the phoneme /æ/
in southern Norway, showing that pronunciations in sites closest to Larvik,
a local population center, also most closely resembled it. He chose this pro-
nunciation because it was changing at the time the data was collected. In this
way he obtained a view of a change in progress, which, indeed accorded with
the predictions of the gravity model.

Callary (1975) noted a strong correlation between the height of /æ/ in
Illinois speakers with the size of the city or town those speakers came from.
The more urban the speaker’s background, the higher the vowel pronunci-
ation. He noted that this is an exception to the predictions of the wave theory
and specifically suggested Trudgill’s gravity model as a potential explanation
(p. 168).

Trudgill (1986) establishes intimate borrowing in a number of ways, in-
cluding especially an extensive survey of the relevant literature and also sev-
eral quantitative studies of individual dialect features (e.g. pp. 42,64,111), but
there seems to have been no attempt to generalize over a number of features to
examine whether geographically proximate varieties in general become more
similar over time. This work was not specifically presented as an investig-
ation of the gravity model, but it reaffirms the plausibility of the underlying
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assumption that social contact is an important factor leading to the acceptance
of change.

Bailey et al. (1993) and Wikle and Bailey (1997) investigate several on-
going changes in Oklahoman varieties, concluding that while several, indeed
most, follow the direction of spread from larger to smaller settlements, im-
portant exceptions actually reversed the trend. They show that inchoative
fixin’ to has spread from rural to urban areas, demonstrating that this dir-
ection is also possible. They attribute the reversal to the prestige ascribed to
the use of this form.

Boberg (2000) examines the degree to which the gravity model can ac-
count for diffusion across the U.S.-Canada border and concludes that it has re-
latively little predictive power. In particular, he shows that Windsor, Ontario,
which is immediately adjacent to the U.S. border, and to the large population
center of Detroit, is no more “American” in its pronunciation than Toronto.
He suggests that the border might need to be included in the spatial model,
but does not attempt to present a more refined model, and agrees with Bailey
et al. (1993) that subjective elements of prestige require attention.

Horvath and Horvath (2001) examine /l/ vocalization in Australian and
New Zealand English, which they demonstrate to be a change in progress by
showing that it is universally more frequent in younger speakers as compared
to older ones. They conclude, however, that “a gravity model [...] does not
account for the diffusion of /l/ vocalization.” They suggest that this reflects an
oversimplification of the model, which attributes diffusion to spatial effects
without allowing that specific places may differ in their spatial properties.

Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (2003, p.732) report on a resisted change, an
island off the coast of the American South which is not acquiescing in the
widespread Southern U.S. change of /aI/ to /a/, which they attribute to the
islanders’ valuing it “as a marker of in-group identity”.

In summary, research has not overwhelmingly vindicated Trudgill’s pos-
tulation of a gravity-like effect in linguistic diffusion. There have been voices
of affirmation, but even these have noted several counterexamples. Recent
studies have almost all concluded that the influence of geography is exagger-
ated in gravity hypothesis, and that other factors have to be examined: We are
very critical of these recent studies, and in particular of their conclusion that
the influence of geography has been exaggerated. We show below that this
influence is indeed massive.

Our quantitative analysis aims to contribute to this discussion in two ways.
First, Trudgill’s and others’ studies might rely on fortuitously chosen features
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which corroborate or contradict the lasting influence of accommodation, but
which might be atypical. Since the prima facie case for contact-induced dia-
lect change is strong, however, further investigation about its generality is
warranted. By examining the influence of geography from a quantitatively,
the present study attempts to aggregate a larger number of linguistic vari-
ables, and thus to examine Trudgill’s ideas from a more general perspective.
The present study thus seeks to investigate the influence of geography for a
large range of linguistic features. Second, given quantitative tools, we believe
we will be in a position to quantify the strength of geography’s influence.
This option is not available to those working on isolated linguistic features.

2.4. Dialect Distances

In our own work we have developed measures of the aggregate linguistic
distance between varieties. We describe the method in this section.

There are several ways in which phoneticians have tried to measure the
distance between two basic sounds, most of which are based on the descrip-
tion of sounds via a small (≤ 25) number of features (see Heeringa (2004) for
details). There is also a standard technique for the computational comparison
of sequences, viz., Levenshtein distance, also known as (string) edit distance,
and we combine these techniques.

2.4.1. Segment Distances

The phonetic segment distance measure we use in this paper is based on the
comparison of spectrograms of sound segments. A spectrogram is a map-
ping from time and frequency to intensity and captures most of the inform-
ation available to the human ear. We are attracted to using spectrograms as
a basis for segment distance in order to avoid the problem of determining
the appropriate relative contribution of the different phonetic features.2 The
spectrograms we used were made on the basis of recordings of the sounds
of the International Phonetic Alphabet as pronounced by John Wells and
Jill House on the cassette The Sounds of the International Phonetic Alpha-
bet from 1995.3 The different sounds were isolated from the recordings and
monotonized at the mean pitch of each of the two speakers with the program
PRAAT.4 Next, we deployed PRAAT to obtain a spectrogram for each sound
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Operation Cost
æ @ f t @ n 0 n
æ f t @ n 0 n delete @ d(@,[])=0.99
æ f t @ r n 0 n insert r d([],r)=0.95
æ f t @ r n u n replace [0] with u d([0],[u])=0.76

Total 2.70

Figure 2. Levenshtein distance between two sequences is the least costly sum of
costs needed to transform one string into another. The transformations
shown here are associated with costs derived from spectrograms, i.e.
the distance between the three-dimensional curves representing individual
phonetic sounds. The pronunciations are from the Linguistic Atlas of the
Middle and South Atlantic States (Kretzschmar et al. 1994).

using the so-called Barkfilter which is a perceptually oriented model. On the
basis of the Barkfilter representation, segment distances were calculated as
curve distances between the two spectrographic mappings. The precise way
in which this was done is described extensively in Heeringa (2004, pp.79–
119) and briefly in Gooskens and Heeringa (2004).

Because small differences in pronunciation may contribute inordinately
to the perception of phonetic distance, we emphasize small differences by
applying a logarithmic transformation to the curve distance obtained in the
way described above. To avoid taking a logarithm of zero, we calculate a
slightly modified quantity:

ln(distance+1)
ln(maximum distance+1)

We turn now to the Levenshtein distance, which may be regarded as a
means of lifting the segment distances obtained thus far to the level of se-
quence distances. The basic idea behind Levenshtein distance is to imagine
that one is rewriting one string into another. The rewriting is effected by basic
operations, each of which is associated with a cost, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The operations used were (i) the deletion of a single sound, (ii) the inser-
tion of a single sound, and (iii) the substitution of one sound for another. We
have experimented with other operations, but we have made no use of them
for this work. The operation costs used in the procedures were those derived
from the distance between spectrograms in a reference database as explained
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above. They consist of the measure of the distance between the sounds (in the
case of substitution), and the measure of the distance between a given sound
and silence (in the case of insertions and deletions).

We insist on proper alignments in the application of edit distance by re-
quiring in general that only vowels may match with vowels, only consonants
with consonants, but allowing the exceptions that [j] and [w] may align with
vowels, [i] and [u] with consonants, and central vowels (here effectively only
the schwa) with sonorants. Thus the [i], [u], [j] and [w] align with anything,
but otherwise vowel/consonant status is respected so that unlikely matches
(e.g. a [p] with a [a]) are prevented.

Comparing pronunciations in this way, the distance between longer pro-
nunciations will generally be greater than the distance between shorter pro-
nunciations. The longer the pronunciation, the greater the chance for differ-
ences with respect to the corresponding pronunciation in another variety. Be-
cause we would prefer not to exaggerate the effects of sounds in longer words,
we normalize the raw distances obtained by dividing the raw distance by the
length of the longest alignment which gives the minimum cost. The longest
alignment has the greatest number of matches. We illustrate this with an ex-
ample:

æ @ f t @ /0 n 0 n
æ /0 f t @ r n u n

0.99 0.95 0.76

The total cost of 2.7(= 0.99 + 0.95 + 0.76) is now divided by the length of
9. One important advantage of this procedure is that word distances are now
expressed as percentages of a potential maximum. In the case above we obtain
a word distance of 0.3 or 30%.

Our varietal comparisons are made on the basis of 125 words, yielding 125
word distances per pair of varieties. We assay the distance between the variet-
ies to be the mean distance in our 125-element sample. Since word distances
are expressed as percentages, mean varietal distances are also percentages.
All the distances between the 52 Low Saxon varieties are then arranged in a
52 ×52 matrix.

If we apply a Levenshtein procedure to about 100 words from several
hundred field work sites, the result may be shown to verify the idea of dialect
areas as used in traditional dialectology Nerbonne et al. (1999). These may
be reconstructed via clustering techniques, but also via the statistically more
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stable multi-dimensional scaling. Levenshtein distance has been shown to be
consistent and valid with respect to the judgments of lay dialect speakers
Gooskens and Heeringa (2004); Heeringa (2004).

Kessler (1995) first applied Levenshtein distance to phonetic transcrip-
tions to measure the linguistic distances between (Irish) varieties. Nerbonne
et al. (1996) and Heeringa (2004, pp.213–278) have applied the techniques to
Dutch (see also references there), Bolognesi and Heeringa (2002) to Sardinian,
Heeringa and Gooskens (2003) to Norwegian, and Nerbonne and Siedle (2005)
to German. Heeringa (2004, pp.121–135) is the most complete description,
and we used exactly the scheme presented there to obtain the measurements
in this paper.

Although the Levenshtein technique was developed to measure the dis-
tance between sequences of phonetic segments, it measures all differences
which are reflected in the phonetic transcriptions of dialect atlases, which
typically consist of realizations in context, and which therefore include lex-
ical, phonetic and morphological differences as well.

In this paper we shall use the Levenshtein distances to test the idea of
linguistic gravity, to which we turn in the next section.

2.5. Dialect Distances and Gravity

The fundamental idea behind the current experiment is to test the gravity the-
ory, which is a claim about the dynamics of dialect change, using synchronic
dialect distances. Since this is methodologically innovative, let us dwell on
it briefly. Examining a range of dialect sites from a fairly stable region, we
reason that, if they are subject to the forces of linguistic gravity, then the pat-
terns we find in the synchronic data should reflect the accumulated effects of
linguistic gravity. Synchronic differences should reflect historical dynamics.
In particular the varieties closest to one another and those involving larger
populations should be linguistically most similar as well. In this way we pro-
pose to test the gravity idea, examining synchronic (linguistic distance) only.
We further take care to make explicit here the assumption that the adoption of
features from one dialect into another should make them more similar (than
they originally were). We note one advantage which immediately accrues to
this sort of probe: it does not require that we isolate ongoing changes and try
to wring from them a direction. This was required in earlier examinations of
the gravity hypothesis (Section 2.3).
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This only makes sense if the linguistic data we are examining betrays the
effect of incomplete diffusions, changes which, for whatever reason, have
not (yet) propagated throughout the area we are examining or which were
partially overturned by later ones. Any completely successful change will not
introduce a linguistic difference which our measurements can be sensitive to.

Since we are employing an aggregate dialectometric technique, we shall
be in a position to evaluate the overall tendencies shown in diffusion. We
shall not restrict our attention to a small number of linguistic features, and
are therefore in a position to resolve the difference of opinion with respect
to the gravity model noted in Section 2.3. Our measurements will note in-
dicative and counter-indicative phenomena alike, and also quantify which are
dominant.

If we are to use synchronic linguistic distances to test claims about the
diachronic development of dialects, then it is sensible to use data on the inde-
pendent variables geography and population from a substantially earlier time,
assuming that relative population size has been fairly stable. We imagine dia-
lects undergoing small changes over a long period of time and continuously
changing, and we want to allow enough time to lapse to give the processes
of social contact a chance to accumulate effects. Finally, we settled on gath-
ering data on population and distance (see below) from the time before the
introduction of the railroads, more exactly in 1815, well before the times of
modern mobility, and roughly 100−150 years before the linguistic data was
collected. We assume that the dialects we examine continued to influence one
another from then on, and so it is preferable to examine settlements that have
been fairly stable in relative size and accessibility.

We note that dialect surveys (including the one we used, introduced be-
low) prefer older, non-mobile respondents, which means that the linguistic
time lag is undoubtedly shorter than the 100−150 years between the time for
which population sizes are available and the time of publication of the dialect
atlas, perhaps by as much as 75 years. Although we believe that it would be
legitimate to apply this sort of analysis in a fairly stable dialectal situation
even with no time lag, we wished to err on the side of caution and sought
data that would certainly reflect the accumulation of changes over decades.
Perhaps it is not superfluous to add that we concede that it is difficult to de-
termine a most appropriate time lag in a non-arbitrary way.

Since we shall only observe the effects at a single time, we likewise as-
sume that the situation long ago does not confound the effects we seek. This
might conceivably have been the case if we had chosen a sample in which
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similarity unfortunately did not (originally) correlate with the chance of so-
cial contact, e.g., the Dutch of the polders reclaimed from the sea and unin-
habited until the 1950’s, or the language of areas with large percentages of
migrant labor such as the older peat bogs in the north of the Netherlands.

We noted in Section 1 above that interaction was predicted to correlate
positively with the product of settlement size and inversely with the square of
distance.

Ii j ∝ PiPj

Ii j ∝ −di j
2

If it is correct, as we have just argued, that interaction should result in in-
creased similarity, then similarity should correlate in the same way with pop-
ulation sizes and (inverse) distance. We shall finally be measuring linguistic
distance, however, so that we shall test the following two hypotheses:

LDi j ∝ di j
2

LDi j ∝ −PiPj
(2)

A second assumption is likewise crucial. We shall essentially test the pre-
dictions in Section 2 by examining the correlations between linguistic dis-
tance as measured by Levenshtein distance on the one hand and geographic
distance and population size on the other. We have no way of controlling for
other effects in the data which are also plausible, e.g. the influence of foreign
languages, the social homogeneity of the situations, or function of dialect
differentiation as a mark of social differentiation. All of this is effectively
“noise” in the current scheme.

Finally, let us note that while Trudgill distinguishes the attractive force
of a larger settlement on a smaller one from that of a smaller settlement on
a larger one (effectively using an analog of the asymmetric acceleration due
to gravity), noting that one expects the smaller settlement to accommodate
more to the larger one than vice versa,5 we are restricted to observing only
the long-term results of the attraction so that we do not distinguish the two
cases. Viewed from another perspective, we are using a true distance measure,
which is therefore symmetric. We cannot distinguish the effects of i on j from
the inverse effects of j on i using this measure. We might be able to get some
leverage on the asymmetric effects if we had data from different time points.
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In the present study we are attempting to evaluate an historical hypothesis on
the basis of the accumulated effects it predicts.

We turn now to the details of the experiment.

3. Experiment

In this section we review our selection of data and the conduct of the experi-
ment.

3.1. Linguistic Data

The dialect data from the Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen (RND) were
used, compiled by E. Blancquaert and W. Pée in the period 1925-1982. In
these records we find the pronunciation transcripts of local speakers of each
dialects in nearly 2,000 locations from which we can then choose a suitable
sample (see below). On the basis of this data, linguistic distances between set-
tlements were calculated using Levenshtein distance (see above). 125 words
formed the basis of the calculations (Heeringa, 2004, App.B).

Table 1. Words Aggregate Pronunciation Difference is Based on

Dutch English RND Dutch English RND

1 mijn my 2 64 koning king 76
2 vriend friend 2 65 ook also 76
3 werk work 4 66 geweest been 76
4 op on 5 67 lange long 78
5 schip ship 5 68 woord word 79
6 kregen got 5 69 kindje baby 80
7 brood bread 5 70 was was 80
8 vinger finger 6 71 dochtertje daughter 82
9 vier four 10 72 bos forest 82

10 bier beer 10 73 ladder ladder 83
11 twee two 11 74 mond mouth 86
12 drie three 12 75 droog dry 86
13 hij he 13 76 dorst thirst 86
14 knuppel cudgel 13 77 weg way 87
15 ik I 14 78 krom curved 87
16 knie knee 14 79 liedje ditty 90
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17 gezien seen 14 80 goed good 92
18 kerel fellow 21 81 kelder cellar 95
19 stenen stones 25 82 voor for 95
20 breder broader 25 83 moest must 96
21 duivel devil 28 84 drinken drink 96
22 gebleven stayed 28 85 broer brother 98
23 meester master 29 86 moe tired 98
24 zee sea 29 87 dun thin 100
25 graag gladly 31 88 zuur sour 100
26 steel handle 33 89 put well 101
27 bezem broom 33 90 uur hour 101
28 geroepen called 35 91 vuur fire 104
29 peer pear 36 92 duwen push 105
30 rijp ripe 36 93 hebben have 106
31 geld money 38 94 stuk piece 106
32 ver far 39 95 brug bridge 106
33 brengen bring 39 96 veulen foal 107
34 zwemmen swim 42 97 komen come 107
35 bed bed 45 98 deur door 109
36 springen spring 47 99 gras grass 111
37 vader father 53 100 bakken bake 113
38 zes six 53 101 je you 116
39 jaar year 53 102 eieren eggs 116
40 school school 53 103 krijgen get 116
41 laten let 53 104 waren were 119
42 gaan go 53 105 vijf five 119
43 potten jars 56 106 hooi hay 122
44 zijn are 56 107 is is 122
45 veel much 56 108 groen green 122
46 maart March 58 109 boompje little tree 124
47 nog yet 58 110 wijn wine 125
48 koud cold 58 111 huis house 126
49 kaars candle 59 112 melk milk 127
50 geeft gives 59 113 spuit spouts 127
51 licht light 59 114 koe cow 127
52 paard horse 60 115 koster sexton 128
53 tegen against 63 116 buigen bend 129
54 kaas cheese 66 117 blauw blue 131
55 dag day 68 118 geslagen struck 131
56 avond evening 68 119 saus sauce 132
57 barst crack 70 120 flauw flat 132
58 brief letter 71 121 sneeuw snow 133
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59 hart hart 72 122 doen do 136
60 spannen put 74 123 dopen baptize 137
61 nieuwe new 74 124 dorsen thresh 138
62 kar cart 74 125 binden bind 139
63 zoon son 76

For each pair of settlements in the sample (see below), we obtain a meas-
ure of the pronunciation distance between the settlements. It is best to ima-
gine the results as a distance chart of the sort created and distributed by auto-
mobile clubs. But the linguistic distance chart is a table in which the cells
are not travel distances or travel times, as in the auto club charts, but rather
linguistic distances. Every cell in the table represents the linguistic distance
between the two settlements. Naturally, the diagonal contains only zeroes (the
linguistic distance from a settlement to itself), and the table halves above and
below the diagonal are symmetric, just as all distances are.

We shall then try to predict this distance using geographical distance on
the one hand and the inverse of the populations’ product on the other.

3.2. Choice of Settlements

The particular area chosen for measurements may be crucial. Naturally we
wish to use data that has been collected and recorded consistently and ac-
curately. Further, since we can only test Trudgill’s formulation of the gravity
idea using settlements for which it is plausible to assume that they do not dif-
fer (at least not systematically) with respect to Trudgill’s linguistic similarity
constant s, we should not choose an area straddling a major dialect boundary.

The Groningen-Hengelo Sample

We then sought a suitable set of locations for the study, in particular an area
with a few larger settlements and a larger number of smaller settlements vary-
ing in population size, which, moreover, does not encompass known dialect
islands or significant dialect boundaries. The 52 locations we chose for the
model presented in this paper are roughly between Groningen and Hengelo,
with no dialect islands and few settlements with large populations. The towns
and villages used in our study can be found in Figure 3, and their relative
population sizes have been quite stable (see below). The selection of a given
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Figure 3. The 52 settlements in our study all lie within the Lower Saxon dialect area
of the northern Netherlands.

settlement was determined by its simultaneous presence in Heeringa’s digit-
ized RND data and in the historical atlas (see below).

We are aware that Dutch “city dialects” do not now enjoy great prestige,
but this was not true during most of the time at which the diffusions studied
here were underway, so this more recent negative prestige should not affect
the chance of seeing the larger Dutch town influence smaller ones. This might
have been important in view of the remarks in Section 2.3 above, postulating
that prestige plays a confounding role in earlier studies. In any case it would
be difficult to control for this factor in a study such as the present one, prob-
ably meaning that one would need to seek another dialect area.

We also note that the sample used here would be less than optimal if it
were necessary to mirror the varieties now spoken in the larger towns. This
has to do with the field workers’ preference for older, less mobile speakers,
who are not representative of the current range of speakers. For example, the
variety of Groningen dialect recorded in the dialect atlas is not widely used
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in the city now. If we were trying to observe the effects of gravity today, we
should prefer a more representative selection of today’s speakers so that the
population which is having the attractive effect were better represented.

But less us recall that the entire motivation in choosing older, less mobile
speakers is the wish to understand what the language was like at the time of
the speaker’s childhood. If the RND compilers and fieldworkers choose their
respondents well, then they are giving us a picture of the language approxim-
ately 50 years before their interviews (on average). So we do not believe our
use of atlas material to be a liability in this respect.

An attractive aspect of this choice of settlements is that the area involves
no substantial barriers such as mountain ranges, national boundaries, or large
bodies of water. Since we are ultimately interested in distance as a predictor
of the chance for social contact, it is clear that we wish to use a sample in
which distance is likely to reflect the (inverse) chance of social contact.

3.3. Population Size Data

We decided to use population sizes from the time before great mobility (see
above), reasoning that these sizes would reflect the interaction of that older
period, which should translate into adopted, measurable changes in the period
from which our linguistic data is taken. The populations of the different settle-
ments in our model were taken from the Geschiedkundige atlas van Neder-
land; Het koninkrijk der Nederlanden 1815-1931 Ramaer (1931) and date
from around 1815.

Groningen had the largest number of inhabitants, with a population of
27,824. The other populations range from 553 to 6,962 with a regular distri-
bution, as shown in Figure 4. Ramaer (1931) also provides populations for
1930, and we calculated that the populations for 1930 correlated highly with
those from 1815 (r = 0.86) so that it is safe to say that we are dealing with
a set of settlements which is quite stable in relative population size. For each
pair of towns in the selection, the product of the population of those two towns
was calculated, resulting in a symmetric table, like the table of pronunciations
(see above).
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Figure 4. The populations of the 52 settlements in 1815.

3.4. Geographical Distances

We measured the distance between settlements using the Euclidean approx-
imation based on the longitude-latitude coordinates, i.e., the root of the sum
of the squared differences in longitude and latitude. This distorts the true dis-
tances a bit since the settlements are distributed over the surface of a sphere
(the Earth), not a plane, but the discrepancies are minor because the area is
small. van Gemert (2002) reports on an experiment using travel time instead
of “as-the-crow-flies” distances, but travel times turned out to correlate so
nearly perfectly in the Netherlands (r = 0.92) that we ignore this refinement
here.

We note for the future that we expect detailed geographic models to be
more important as we analyze mountainous areas, where the barriers to social
contact are substantial Gooskens (2004), and perhaps also when we attempt
to incorporate the role of waterways more effectively.

3.5. Analysis

Our data preparation yields three different half-matrices, one showing the
linguistic distance between each pair of settlements, one showing their pop-
ulations’ product, and a third containing their geographic distance, measured
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as described above. In examining correlations involving aggregate linguistic
distances we might be seen guilty of the “ecological fallacy” (Freedman
et al., 1998, pp.148-50), i.e. of overstating correlations by examining aggreg-
ate values. We would counter this putative objection by referring to the need
to characterize entire linguistic varieties with respect to some aggregate of
their properties. The ecological fallacy arises, e.g. when one studies the re-
lation between income and education not on the basis of individual incomes
and educational levels, but rather on the basis of average values over several
groups. We maintain that it is simply necessary to examine aggregate prop-
erties if we are to characterize entire varieties as opposed to single linguistic
variables (such as the pronunciation of final /t/). Linguistic varieties have a
status unlike “average individuals” which justify this step.

We therefore submitted the data described above to multiple regression
analysis, exploring various approximation techniques (stepwise and simul-
taneous) without noticing effects in the results, to which we turn presently.
We note further that, since we are dealing with distances of various sorts,
the assumption of independence of observations is violated, meaning that the
statistical significance of the correlation coefficients may not simply be read
from a standard table or an SPSS output. Mantel (1967) suggested a permuta-
tion technique for evaluating significance in such cases. Since we are dealing
with large numbers (of distances, normally

(52
2

)
= 1,326), statistical signi-

ficance is generally not an issue, but we report only correlation coefficients
which are significant according to the Mantel test.

4. Results

In this section we examine whether the predictions of the gravity model are
fulfilled.

4.1. Geographic Effects

It is a fundamental postulate of dialectology that language variety is struc-
tured geographically (Nerbonne and Kleiweg, 2006) , so it comes as no sur-
prise that geography is an excellent predictor of aggregate dialect distance.
Our initial, linear regression model accounts for 59% of the variance in ag-
gregate linguistic distance in our sample (r = 0.768). The correlation is posit-
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ive, just as the gravity hypothesis predicts, and reflecting what is perhaps the
fundamental postulate of dialect geography, that more proximate varieties are
also more linguistically similar.

We present this simplest linear model before turning to the predictions of
the gravity model proper to emphasize a polemical point: geography influ-
ences linguistic variation massively, accounting for nearly 60% of the vari-
ance in the data! This means that the conclusions of earlier research, dis-
cussed above, that geography was not as influential as the gravity model
would suggest, were misguided. We return to the question of how this could
occur below.

4.2. Population

When we turn to the effect of population size, we examine the addition of
the independent variable for populations product to the purely geographic
model. The addition of this variable improves the purely geographic model,
but only negligibly (Table 2), allowing a mere 0.4% more variance to be ex-
plained with respect to the exclusively geographic model, an improvement
that was not even statistically significant. More importantly, and surprisingly,
the fundamental relation is not inverse, as the gravity model predicts, but
rather direct. That is, the larger the population product, the greater the lin-
guistic distance—exactly the opposite of what the gravity model predicts.

Model r r2 ∆r2

Geography (d2) 0.715 0.511 0.511
“Gravity” 0.715 0.511 0.004

Table 2. Adding population effects to obtain a gravity model adds no explanatory
power to the model of the Lower Saxon data. The contribution of the popu-
lation product independently is moreover positive, contradicting the predic-
tions of the gravity model!

This is not what we expected from the model. The gravity model predicts
that population size should add explanatory value and moreover predicts the
opposite direction of influence. Other things being equal, larger settlements
tend to be less similar to one another than smaller settlements.
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Figure 5. The pronunciation of knuppel ‘club’ shows the distribution with respect to
population size predicted by the gravity hypothesis (an inverse correlation
of pronunciation distance and population product, r = −0.14), but it is
entirely atypical. In the absence of a dialectometric methodology, we might
be tempted to choose such atypical material.

4.3. The Need for Dialectometry

To underscore the need for an aggregate view, let us note that there are counter-
indicators in the data as well. There are individual features which show the
negative correlation with product populations predicted by the gravity hypo-
thesis. The pronunciation distances of the word knuppel inversely correlate
significantly (r =−0.14) with the population product. Figure 5 shows a map
of the distribution of this word. The inverse correlation arises because the
large settlements tended to have similar pronunciations. But if our analysis
were to focus on this one item, we would misread the global trend.
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4.4. Quadratic?

Of course the gravity model not only predicts a positive correlation between
linguistic distance and geographic distance, a prediction which is nearly syn-
onymous with the entire enterprise of dialect geography, but it more exactly
predicts that linguistic distance should be a quadratic function of geographic
distance. Figure 6 provides a scatterplot of the data, together with the optim-
ally fitting quadratic regression line. As the reader may verify, the cloud of
data in the scatterplot does not suggest a quadratic relation. This visual sug-
gestion is also born out by the attempt to model the linguistic distances not as
a quadratic function of geographic distance, but rather as a linear or even log-
arithmic function of geography. These not only result in better apparent fits
of the regression curves, but also in statistically significant rises in the correl-
ation coefficient from r = 0.715 (for the quadratic curve) to r = 0.768 for the
linear fit, and r = 0.751 for the logarithmic curve (the latter two do not dif-
fer significantly). Sublinear curves typically fit this data well: Séguy (1971)
presented his dialect distances as function of the square root of geographic
distance, and Heeringa and Nerbonne (2002) as a function of its logarithm.

In this case the linear model is slightly better than the logarithmic model,
but there is no significant difference between the two. Since linguistic dis-
tance tends to rise to a ceiling when large enough areas are examined, the
logarithmic model functions in general better.

5. Discussion

This paper has suggested a novel way of examining linguistic diffusion, viz.,
through synchronic measurements of linguistic similarity. We reason that the
forces facilitating and impeding linguistic innovations should leave a residue
of linguistic differences behind. The distribution of these differences betrays
the dynamics which created them in a novel way, allowing us to examine the
effects of diffusion without needing to probe ongoing changes.

The “gravity” model is not perfect in explaining the differences among
dialects spoken in a certain area. There is indeed a positive correlation between
dialect distance and geographic distance, but the curve does not have the pre-
dicted quadratic shape. Even more surprisingly, there is a slight positive cor-
relation between dialect distance and combined population size (see Table 2).
Together, these results suggests that the dominant effect in dialect geography
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Figure 6. The linguistic distances of Lower Saxon data presented as a function of
their geographic distance together with the optimal quadratic regression
line. In fact there is little hint of a quadratic form in the scatter cloud.

is not one of attraction, but rather differentiation. The closer dialects are to
one another, and the more people that are involved, the more strongly they
generate and retain differentiating elements.

There are several qualifying remarks that need to be added to this con-
clusion. First, it would be hasty to conclude that there are no attractive, i.e.
gravity-like forces at work in dialect dynamics, only that they are not the
strongest. The theoretical arguments establishing the plausibility of a gravity-
like force derive from the need to accommodate to one’s interlocutor, and this
need is profoundly present in all human communication. But perhaps its ef-
fects are not lasting, and in any case they are not the strongest effects in the
data we examined.

Second, we noted in Section 2.2 above that we would ignore Trudgill’s
“similarity” factor. It should have become clear that our experimental design,
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in which we crucially measured linguistic similarity as a putative result of
gravity, could not also include similarity as an independent factor, at least not
without complicating the analysis a great deal. It would be wrong to suspect
that including similarity in the way Trudgill suggests (Trudgill, 1974, p.234)
could alter the direction of the conclusion, however. In his model, similarity
is postulated to promote diffusion. But since similarity correlates positively
with geographical proximity,, its postulated effect should only strengthen the
geographic one, which we have shown to be much weaker than postulated.

Third, and more generally, Wolfram and Schilling-Estes (2003, 726) cri-
ticize the gravity model for abstracting away from too many influences which
have been demonstrated to influence linguistic diffusion and retention. Wolfram
and Schilling-Estes devote a good deal of discussion to the role which social
networks may play, discussing in particular the work of Lesley Milroy and
James Milroy Milroy and Milroy (1985). We, too, have abstracted away from
many of the forces well known in variationist linguistics, such as the effect
of dialect prestige, social class, sex, and age on language varieties, relying
on the one hand on the compilers of the RND to have controlled for those
effectively, and focusing on a higher level of aggregation on the other. This
seems reasonable, given the difficulty of obtaining data of this sort, but it
also worth recalling it explicitly. For the reader unfamiliar with regression
analyses, we note that the strength we have shown geography to have as an
explanatory variable makes it nearly inconceivable that social variables of the
sort Wolfram and Schilling-Estes suggest could ever be stronger.

We find the gravity model convincing in its intuitive justification, but un-
convincing in the concrete test we put it to in the research report in this paper.
We do not attempt to examine alternative models in this paper, but our ba-
sic methodology clearly supports extensive experimentation in mathematical
modeling.

5.1. Future Directions

The paper points to the need for several follow-up studies and suggests some
others. Naturally it would be interesting to examine data from other dialect
and language areas, and also from other linguistic levels (lexical, morpho-
logical and syntactic data, for example). We have examined the variation
curves in several language areas, however, and the sublinear shape of the lin-
guistic distance curve is found standardly. Séguy (1971) and Cavalli-Sforza
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and Wang (1986) likewise demonstrate sublinear distributions, the former for
a mixture of linguistic variables, and the latter for lexical distance.

The most interesting question is why the distribution is sublinear. Are
there hypotheses about social dynamics which would predict the form of this
curve? The shape of the curve is not unlike the curves drawn by population
geneticists, who plot genetic distance as a function of geographic distance
and who speak of “isolation by distance” (Jobling et al., 2004, pp. 142-144).
A complete theory would try to isolate the effect of a single settlement on
another, but it is not clear how one might go about this. Anytime we exam-
ine the effect of one settlement on another, we inevitably detect many effects
whose causes remain obscure, but which undoubtedly involve the many other
settlements. Perhaps a finer theoretical analysis can make sense of the “many
body” version of linguistic attraction and differentiation, but we do not attack
that problem here.

Another aspect worth more explicit attention in a more sophisticated model
is the effect of measuring along the many dimensions of linguistic variation
simultaneously. It is striking that Trudgill established the plausibility of a
gravity model on the basis of individual features, while we have cast doubt
upon it as a predictor of aggregate distance. A more sophisticated model
should show how aggregate effects relate to individual features. After all, as
we noted in above in this section, our negative conclusion about the predict-
ive value of gravity models in aggregate dialect distance is compatible with
the existence of gravity-like forces, but we have shown that such forces are
not dominant. Feynman et al. (1963) shows how the sum of displacements
in a multidimensional space tends to a logarithm of the number of displace-
ments in his famous analysis of “random walks”. Linguistic “space” clearly
has very many dimensions—could this suggestive parallel be developed into
an analysis?6

We would be interested in attempting to model the effects of trade together
with geography. One expects trade to have increased the chance for social
contact, and trade depended largely on waterways. Incorporating the effect
of trade would mean exploring the relative importance of routes over land
versus over water. This would be a promising topic for future work.

Finally, and especially given all of the attention which has been paid to
social factors in language change (Labov, 2001), it would be most attractive
to analyze data which has been collected to systematically catalogue variation
over a range of extralinguistic variables, including at least geography, class
and sex. This would allow a more direct comparison betzeen the roles of
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geography and other social factors.

5.2. Evidence for Diffusion

Discussions of linguistic gravity have focused on identifying elements which
are missing from the original model (Boberg, 2000; Horvath and Horvath,
2001). One suspects that Trudgill might accept that social and political ties
might likewise play a role in the diffusion of linguistic innovation without
rejecting his basic model which emphasizes the forces of accommodation
and conformity.

The study here, on the other hand, urges that we interpret the role of geo-
graphic proximity and increased social contact not as forces promoting lin-
guistic similarity but rather as forces promoting linguistic differentiation. We
speculate that the most profound dynamic in linguistic variation is our differ-
entiation of ourselves from our neighbors.

This radically different view was enabled first because we took the step
of examining a large body of linguistic material, rather than a small set of
variables, each examined individually, and second because we argued that
any given synchronic snapshot of linguistic variation should bear the marks
of long-standing dynamics of diffusion.
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Notes

1. It is indeed a perfect analog of the formula specifying the force due to gravity:

Fi j = G ·
mim j

r2

in which the masses (m) of the objects play a promoting role, the distance between them
(r) a suppressing one, mediated by a gravitational constant, G.

2. We have also experimented with several phonological feature systems as bases for seg-
ment comparison (Heeringa et al., 2002; Heeringa, 2004). These perform at levels similar
to the acoustically based segment distances described in the test.

3. See http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/wells/cassette.htm.
4. The program PRAAT is a free public-domain program developed by Paul Boersma and

David Weenink at the Institute of Phonetic Sciences of the University of Amsterdam and
available at http://www.fon.hum.evua.nl/praat.

5. The degree to which i accommodates to j is proportional to Pi/(Pi +Pj).
6. Mark Gawron suggested this intriguing line of thought.
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